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Abstract—This paper proposes a new lightweight network,
LiNet, that enhancing technical efficiency in lightweight super
resolution and operating approximately like very large and
costly networks in terms of number of network parameters and
operations. The proposed architecture allows the network to
learn more abstract properties by avoiding low-level information
via multiple links. LiNet introduces a Compact Dense Module,
which contains set of inner and outer blocks, to efficiently
extract meaningful information, to better leverage multi-level
representations before upsampling stage, and to allow an efficient
information and gradient flow within the network. Experiments
on benchmark datasets show that the proposed LiNet achieves
favorable performance against lightweight state-of-the-art meth-
ods.

I. INTRODUCTION

Single Image Super-Resolution (SISR) attempts to restore
a high-resolution (HR) image from its low-resolution (LR)
one, with better visual quality and improved in details such
as texture and edges. The SISR is still an important and
demanding topic for research due to its complicated nature
and high functional interest in improving image quality and
texture. SR is also important for other devices such as HD
TVs, computer monitors and handheld devices such as cam-
eras, laptops, tables, and many more devices. In addition
to that, SR helps to achieve and improve in a divers range
of computer vision tasks, for instance, object detection [1],
security and surveillance imaging [2], face recognition [3],
and many other domains [4], [5], [6]. Single Image Super
Resolution is challenging because: i) SR is an ill-posed inverse
problem. In other word, there are multiple solutions to the
same low-resolution image instead of a single unique solution;
ii) By increasing the scale factor, difficulty of the problem
increases as well [7]. Because, the recovery of lost scene
data becomes much more complicated by greater factors,
which also contribute to the creation of wrong information;
and iii) Quality evaluation of output is not straightforward—
i.e., quantitative metrics (e.g. PSNR, SSIM [8]) only loosely
correlate to human perception [9].

In recent years, due to the exponential progress and relent-
less growth of deep learning approaches, there has been an
enormous proliferation of CNN models to perform the SISR.
The performance of SR approaches has been continuously en-

hanced by developing new architecture or by adding/or intro-
ducing new techniques or loss functions. Although substantial
improvements have been made, most of the SR works have
been focusing to increase the PSNR with the construction of
a very deep and costly network, which resulting in an increase
of the number of computational operations. Regrettably, these
SISR approaches are not practical for low-capacity devices
neither for real-world applications.

In this paper, a novel lightweight architecture called LiNet is
presented to be a practical network for real-world applications
and resolve the aforementioned problems by focusing on
learning high-level information and adaptively learn the most
useful features‘ and suppress the worthless ones. Furthermore,
in order to achieve a better balance between efficiency and
applicability, a new module is introduced, called the Compact
Dense Module (CDM), which take advantage of different
learning connections (global and local). CDM includes Ef-
ficient Dense Blocks (EDB) that are connected to each other
by global skip-connections; and each EDB contains a set of
inner Efficient Residual block (ERB) connected by local skip-
connection together. These connections help our network to
propagate information across LiNet network and make use
of multi-level learning connections. Therefore, network has
access to both intermediate and high frequency information by
connecting different blocks with local and global connections
followed by 1×1 conv layer. As a result the network produces
high quality reconstruction results.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are three-
fold:

• A novel and efficient lightweight network is introduced,
which achieves best performance compared to lightweight
SOTA approaches and obtains competitive results com-
pare to computational expensive models.

• A Compact Dense Module is introduced to effectively
enhance the outcomes through multi-level representation
and multiple residual learning.

• An efficient Residual Block is proposed, which consists
of a multi-path residual learning to extract the features
efficiently at a negligible computational cost.
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II. RELATED WORKS

Due to the space limitation just some of recent state of
the art deep learning (DL) based SR approaches are detailed
in section II-A. Then, SR lightweight models, which focus on
compressing the number of model’s parameters and operations
in a nutshell are reviewed in section II-B.

A. Single Image Super-Resolution Networks

The story of Single Image Super-Resolution in deep learn-
ing started with introducing SRCNN [7] by using CNN to
address SR task. SRCNN achieves superior results compared
with traditional approaches but due to using an upsampled
image as input, the network became computationally expen-
sive. Later on, to overcome this drawback, FSRCNN [10] and
ESPCN [11] have been proposed to reduce the high cost of
computing and running time by feeding with a LR image as
input to the network, and then upsample the features close
to output of the network. This technique leads to design
low-memory strategies as opposed to SRCNN. However, the
overall output could be decreased if not enough layers are
available after the upsampling phase. In addition to that,
these approaches could not handle multi-scale training process
because the input image has different size for each scale
factors.

The power of deep learning is coming from deep layers,
the aforementioned approaches are known as shallow network
due to the number of layers and training difficulties in their
networks. For this reason, Kim et al. [12] use residual learning
to alleviate training difficulties and expand the complexity of
their network by adding 20 convolutional layers. Afterwards,
Kim et al. introduce DRCN by using recursive learning to
share the weights between layers in order to handles deep
network. Later, Tai et al. [13] present DRRN by following
the work of [14]. DRRN improves the DRCN approach by
combining residual blocks and recursive technique. Then, Tai
et al. introduce a new approach, MemNet [15] to overcome
the problem of long-term dependency. Tai et al, used mem-
ory block in MemNet for deeper network with 84 layers.
Therefore, CNN methods show a better reconstruction results
for a deeper network with different types of residual con-
nections. As a results, EDSR [16] proposed by Lim et al.
remove Batch Normalization from residual block to improve
and increase the network. Then, RDN [17] introduced by
Zhang et al., employs residual and dense skip connections to
completely take advantage of hierarchical features inside the
network. Even though the very deep networks achieve a high
reconstruction results, these networks cannot be used in real-
world applications because these networks are computationally
expansive (high number of network parameters and number of
operations) and leads to high risk of over-fitting.

B. Lightweight Image Super-Resolution Networks

Over the last years, researchers try to overcome these
drawbacks by designing a powerful and yet efficient neural
networks or compressing pretrained network. For example,
SqueezeNet [18] expands on the concept of AlexNet with

much fewer network parameters than AlexNet and achieves
comparable results. Later no, MobileNet, [19] introduced by
Howard et al., is an efficient network with applying depth-wise
and point wise convolutional layers instead of normal ones to
obtain comparable results with less computation.

Thus, various lightweight networks proposed into Image SR
task are reviewed. Ahn et al. [20] introduce CARN, an efficient
network, which is suitable for low-capacity devices. CARN
built upon the cascade mechanism and residual network to
design a lightweight network and improve the final results.
Later, Chu et al. introduce MoreMNA [21] and FALSR [22]
family by applying a neural architecture search strategy in
SR task to design an efficient network. Despite the fact
that both networks perform well with less computational, the
performance of these methods is restricted, due to NAS search
space constraints. All these works suggest that the lightweight
SR networks can keep a good trade-off between reconstruction
quality and parameters.

III. LINET: A LIGHTWEIGHT NETWORK

This section presents the main characteristics of the pro-
posed network. Firstly, the network structure is detailed. Then,
the architecture of residual blocks is presented.

A. Network Structure

The proposed LiNet is based on the MobileNet [19] archi-
tecture to be efficient and practical for real-world applications,
but with several differences. The key difference between LiNet
and MobileNet is on the additional learning pathway and
different operations in ERB, presence of inner and outer
dense block, and different learning connections between them,
which make inner block almost identical to a outer one.
The proposed LiNet architecture is depicted in Fig 1. LiNet
built upon the three different modules, namely, initial Feature
Extraction (inFE) to extract the shallow features by using a
3 × 3 conv layer; Compact Dense Module (CDM), which
contains three Efficient Dense Blocks (EDB) with three inner
Efficient Residual Blocks (ERB) to focus on extracting mid-
and high-level feature maps; the last module of LiNet is the
upsmapling module. Let us assume ILR is the input image to
the network and ISR is the reconstructed image. Thus, initial
feature extraction can be defined as:

HinFE = finFE(ILR;Wc), (1)

where f(·) and Wc indicates convolutional layer and its
weights respectively. finFE(·) is initial feature extractor,
which applied on LR input image. HinFE is the output
of initial operation that later on is used as the input to
Long Residual Learning and Compact Dense Module. Assume
Hi,j

CDM to be the output of CDM, which contains i-th Efficient
Dense Blocks that have j-th inner Efficient Residual Block.
Therefore, CDM can be formalized as follow:

HCDM = f([HinFE , ...,H
i−1
EDB(H

j−1,R
ERB ;W j

c ),H
i
EDB ];W

i
c),

(2)
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Fig. 1: Illustration of proposed network architecture (LiNet).

where HCDM denotes the output of the Compact Dense
Module. Also, its worth to mention that the proposed CDM,
which contains i-th Efficient Dense Blocks with j-th inner
Efficient Residual Blocks, takes advantage of multi-level con-
nections to: i) help the proposed approach to learn multi
level representations and ii) help the network to disperse
information rapidly from lower to higher layers and vice
versa for back-propagation. In this case, the network share
all the information between all the blocks and results in better
reconstruction results. Therefore, Efficient Dense Blocks with
inner Efficient Residual Block can be defined as:

Hi
EDB = f([Hj,R

ERB , ...,H
j−1,R
ERB (Hi−1;W i

c)];W
j
c ). (3)

The feature maps obtained from EDB blocks feed to a SE at-
tention module followed by a 3×3 convolutional layer to firstly
re-calibrate the feature maps and then extract more abstract
features. Finally accumulate with Long Residual Learning
to effectively reduce the problems of vanishing/exploding
gradient and ease the training processes. So, the whole process
of CDM module can be defined as follow:

HCDM = f(MSE(HEDB(HERB ;Wc);Wc);Wc) +HLRL,
(4)

where MSE is SE attention module and HLRL is Long
Residual Learning.

The final step after extracting all the informative information
is to upsample the extracted feature maps through upsampling
modules. Two different upsample modules have been used in
order to achieve better reconstruction results: i) a 3× 3 conv
layer followed by a pixel shuffle layer and another 3×3 conv to
upsample the extracted features and ii) a Bicubic interpolation
to upsample the input image. Thus, upsample modules are
defined as:

HUP = f(f↑Pix(HCDM );Wc) + f↑Bic(ILR), (5)

where fPix(·) denotes the pixel shuffle upsample module and
fBic(·) is bicubic interpolation. So, we can formulate all the
LiNet process as follow:

ISR =HLiNet(ILR) (6)

In the next section, details of Efficient Residual Block are
given since this is another key contributions of the proposed
architecture.
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B. Efficient Residual Block

The Efficient Residual Block (ERB) is designed with a mi-
nor computational cost by introducing multi-learning pathways
to make ERB structure more effective in the SR task. Each of
the proposed learning pathways have different duties, which
will be explain in details.
i) The first learning pathway consists of 1 × 1 pointWise

Conv layer, a 3 × 3 depthWise Conv layer with SE attention
module, and a linear 1 × 1 pointWise Conv layer. Since
our aim was to have a lightweight network, PointWise and
DepthWise convolutional layers have been used to replace a
full convoluted operator with a factorized version by breaking
the transition into two different layers to conduct light-weight
filtering by adding a single convoluted filter per input path
channel. ii) The second learning pathway consists of an
adaptive average pooling followed by a linear 1×1 PointWise
Conv layer. The intuition behind of using the mentioned
operations are: a) to help the network deal better with the
noisy inputs, since LR images includes a lot of noise and
artifacts; and b) to mitigate the dimensionality of each feature
maps but preserves essential details. iii) The third pathways
is a local residual connection inside the Efficient Residual
Block to link beginning and end of the block. The reasons
of using local residual connection are: a) to ease the training
process; and b) to allow the network to have access to earlier
information that was not originally updated.

Empirically, we found that each component of the ERB is
critical to achieve superior SR results so the proposed Efficient
Residual Block can be define as:

HERB =fp(σ(fd(fp(H
i−1;W i,1

c );W i,2
c ));W i,3

c )+

fp(Pavg(H
i−1;W i,1

c );W i,2
c ) +Rlocal,

(7)

where HERB is the aggregation of all Learning pathways.
Pavg denotes avarage pooling layer. The subscript p and d
denote the pointWise and depthWise convolutional operations
respectively.

IV. SYSTEM SETUP

This section presents details on the dataset used for training
the proposed architecture together with the evaluation metrics
used to measure its performance.

A. Datasets & Evaluation Metrics

There are various single image super-resolution datasets
available in the literature, such as the Berkeley Segmenta-
tion Dataset, Set291, among others. However, due to lack
of training images for a deep neural network, recent SR
approaches use DIV2K dataset [23] for training and validating
their models due to including high quality (2K resolution) and
divers images. DIV2K contains 1000 images in total, which
split up into 800 images for training, 100 images for validation,
and 100 images for testing. The proposed model trained with
all training images and four standard benchmark datasets has
been considered for testing and benchmarking, namely, Set5
[24], Set14 [25], B100 [26], Urban100 [27]. In order to

measure the performance of the proposed model, PSNR and
SSIM [8] are used to compute the differences between the
obtained images and the corresponding ground truths. For a
fair comparison, both quantitative metrics are computed on the
Y channel of the Y CbCr color space.

B. Training Details

In the training phase, RGB input patches from each of the
randomly selected 64 LR training images are used with a scale
of 64×64. Random horizontal flips and rotation of 90 degrees
applied on the randomly selected patches are used as the
augmentation methods. ADAM optimizer was employed with
setting β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, and ε = 10−8. The learning rate
starts with 0.001 and halved the learning rate every 4 × 105

steps. To optimize our model L1 loss function has been used.
The LiNet is implemented in the PyTorch framework.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, comparisons with state-of-the-art (SOTA)
SR approaches are provided. In addition, for more fair compar-
isons, the proposed LiNet is compared to other SOTA in terms
of the number of network parameters along with the number
of operations (Table I) and the inference time (Table II). The
proposed model is compared with the recent lightweight SOTA
methods and, it can also to be compared with deep and expen-
sive computations models due to superior achievements; even
in those scenarios, the proposed lightweight LiNet approach
can gain higher or more competitive results between all of
them. This implies that the proposed approach has a well
balance between the number of parameters/operations and the
restoration quality.

A. Quantities and Qualitative Analysis

In Table I, comparisons of the proposed LiNet and 15
recent SOTA models are presented. These quantitative com-
parisons, with lightweight and expensive methods, on bench-
mark datasets illustrate the good performance of the proposed
approach. On all benchmark datasets, the proposed approach
(LiNet) is able to outperforms all lightweight(less than 1000K
number of parameters) SOTA approaches on all scale factors.
Additionally, comparison with deep and costly SOTA methods
(up to 6000K parameters) are presented in Table I. As an
example, it can be mentioned that the comparison of the
proposed LiNet, with only 509K parameters and MSRN
with 6078K parameters and 160 layers, which is about 12×
heavier computation; the proposed LiNet can achieve better
reconstruction results in most the benchmark datasets when
compared with MSRN.

A couple of visual results are presented in Fig 2. In general,
the proposed LiNet will yield to more accurate reconstruction
results. As can be seen in Fig 2, the orientation of texture on
the reconstructed super resolution images from all comparative
methods are absolutely incorrect. However, the results of the
LiNet, use the abstract properties entirely and reliably to
restore images close to the texture of the ground truth.
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Model Scale Params Flops Set5 Set14 B100 Urban100

SRCNN
×2
×3
×4

57K 52.7G
36.66/0.9542
32.75/0.9090
30.48/0.8628

32.42/0.9063
29.28/0.8209
27.49/0.7503

31.36/0.8879
28.41/0.7863
26.90/0.7101

29.50/0.8946
26.24/0.7989
24.52/0.7221

FSRCNN
×2
×3
×4

12K 6.0G
37.00/0.9558
33.16/0.9140
30.71/0.8657

32.63/0.9088
29.43/0.8242
27.59/0.7535

31.53/0.8920
28.53/0.7910
26.98/0.7150

29.88/0.9020
26.43/0.8080
24.62/0.7280

VDSR
×2
×3
×4

665K 612.6G
37.53/0.9587
33.66/0.9213
31.35/0.8838

33.03/09124
29.77/0.8314
28.01/0.7674

31.90/0.8960
28.82/0.7976
27.29/0.7251

30.76/0.9140
27.14/0.8279
25.18/0.7524

LapSRN ×2
×4

813K
29.9G
149.4G

37.52/0.9590
31.54/0.8850

33.08/0.9130
28.19/0.7720

31.80/0.8950
27.32/0.7280

30.41/0.9100
25.21/0.7560

DRRN
×2
×3
×4

297K 6796.6G
37.74/0.9591
34.03/0.9244
31.68/0.8888

33.23/0.9136
29.96/0.8349
28.21/0.7720

32.05/0.8973
28.95/0.8004
27.38/0.7284

31.23/0.9188
27.53/0.8378
25.44/0.7638

MemNet
×2
×3
×4

667K 2662.4G
37.78/0.9597
34.09/0.9248
31.74/0.8893

33.28/0.9142
30.00/0.8350
28.26/0.7723

32.08/0.8978
28.96/0.8001
27.40/0.7281

31.31/0.9195
27.56/0.8376
25.50/0.7630

CARN-M
×2
×4
×4

412K
91.2G
46.1G
32.5G

37.53/0.9583
33.99/0.9236
31.92/0.8903

33.26/0.9141
30.08/0.8367
28.42/0.7762

31.92/0.8960
28.91/0.8000
27.44/0.7304

31.23/0.9193
27.55/0.8385
25.62/0.7694

SRFBN-S
×2
×3
×4

483K 119G
37.78/0.9597
34.20/0.9255
31.98/0.9594

33.35/0.9156
30.10/0.8350
28.45/0.7779

32.00/0.8970
28.96/0.8010
27.44/0.7313

31.41/0.9207
27.66/0.8415
25.71/0.7719

DRCN
×2
×3
×4

1774K
222.8G
118.8G
90.9G

37.63/0.9588
33.82/0.9226
31.53/0.8854

33.04/0.9118
29.76/0.8311
28.02/0.7670

31.85/0.8942
28.80/0.7963
27.23/0.7233

30.75/0.9133
27.15/0.8276
25.14/0.7510

CARN
×2
×3
×4

1592K
222.8G
118.8G
90.9G

37.76/0.9590
34.29/0.9255
32.13/0.8937

33.52/0.9166
30.29/0.8407
28.60/0.7806

32.09/0.8978
29.06/0.8434
27.58/0.7349

31.92/0.9256
28.06/0.8493
26.07/0.7837

SRMDNF
×2
×3
×4

1513K
1530K
1555K

347.7G
156.3G
89.3G

37.79/0.9600
34.12/0.9250
31.96/0.8930

33.32/0.9150
30.04/0.8370
28.35/0.7770

32.05/0.8980
28.97/0.8030
27.49/0.7340

31.33/0.9200
27.57/0.8400
25.68/0.7730

OISR-RK-S
×2
×3
×4

1370K
1370K
1520K

316.2G
160.1G
114.2G

37.98/0.9604
34.39/0.9273
32.21/0.8950

33.58/0.9172
30.33/0.8420
28.63/0.7822

32.18/0.8996
29.10/0.8083
27.58/0.7364

32.21/0.9290
28.03/0.8544
26.14/0.7888

MSRN
×2
×3
×4

5930K
6008K
6078K

1365.4G
621.2G
349.8G

38.08/0.9605
34.38/0.9262
32.07/0.8903

33.74/0.9170
30.34/0.8395
28.60/0.7751

32.23/0.9013
29.08/0.8041
27.52/0.7273

32.22/0.9326
28.08/0.8554
26.04/0.7896

LiNet [Ours]
×2
×3
×4

509K
106.0G
66.2G
35.0G

38.03/0.9610
34.40/0.9285
32.28/0.9034

33.63/0.9176
30.33/0.8419
28.62/0.7810

32.22/0.9099
29.13/0.8175
27.60/0.7373

32.19/0.9330
28.07/0.8534
26.15/0.7956

TABLE I: Comparison with light computational methods on scale factors [×2,×3,×4]. Best results are highlighted and second
best results are underlined.

Model Params. Inference Time PSNR
MemNet 667K 0.481 25.54
SRFBN S 483K 0.006 25.71
D-DBPN 10426K 0.015 26.38
RDN 23000K 1.268 26.61
EDSR 43000K 1.218 26.64
Ours 509K 0.005 26.15

TABLE II: Inference time comparison with other SOTA mod-
els on Urban100 with scale factor ×4.

B. Inference Time
In Table II, the proposed LiNet is compared with five other

state of the art approaches in term of running time speed on

Urban100 with scale factor ×4, namely MemNet [15], SRFBN
[28], D-DBPN [29], RDN [17], and EDSR [16]. The inference
time of each approach is evaluated using their official code on
the same environment with a NVIDIA 1080Ti graphic card.
The LiNet has the fastest inference time compared to the other
networks, which reflect the efficiency of the proposed method.

C. Memory Complexity Analysis

In order to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed model,
comparison between LiNet and SOTA approaches, with re-
spect to number of parameters/operation vs reconstruction
results, are presented in Fig 3. The proposed LiNet produces
the best performance across all lightweight networks and
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img019 from Urban100 LapSRN CARN SRFBN-S LiNet(Ours)

HR Bicubic VDSR MemNet
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Fig. 2: Qualitative results on BI degradation dataset with scale factor ×4.

Fig. 3: Left: PSNR vs Network Parameters on Set5 with scale factor ×4. Right: PSNR vs MAC on Urban100 with scale
factor ×2. Red Circle corresponds to the proposed model. Circle’s size is related with the number of parameters (left side)
and number of operations (right side). Smaller circle size indicates less number of parameters/operations.

obtain efficient outcomes relative to expensive methods of
computation. For instance, our LiNet (509K − 106G) with
only needed of 8% of MSRN (5930K − 1365.4G) in terms
of number of parameters and operations can produce better
reconstruction results. By comparing these factors, it can verify
that LiNet is well-balanced and more accurate to existing
lightweight SOTA.

VI. CONCLUSION

This work focuses on introducing an efficient and practical
lightweight network unlike most of the existed approaches,
which try to design very deep and heavy network to achieve
high performance. The proposed LiNet can overcome all the
lightweight SOTA super resolution models. The key concept
behind of this work was to build an advanced network for
edge devices that could produce virtually the same results as
heavy computational networks. To do so, a novel Compact
Dense Module is proposed to focus and learn high-level feature
maps. Also, the proposed module has the benefit of dense and
residual skip connections to suppress the low-level information

and allows the LiNet to achieve rich feature-maps through
the multiple learning pathways. As a result, LiNet achieves
competitive results when compared to costly and very deep
networks.
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